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Abstract

In order to study the microscopic physics underlying observed L-mode

current scaling, 1-1/2-d BALDUR has been used t,, simulate density and

temperature profiles for high and low current, neutral beam heated discharges

on TFTR with several semi-empirical, theoretically-based models previously

compared for TFTR, including several versions of trapped electron drift wave

driven transport. Experiments at TFTR, JET and DIII-D show that Ie

scaling of TE does not arise from edge modes as previously thought, and is

most likely to arise from nonlocal processes or from the lp-dependence of

local plasma core transport. Consistent with this, it is found that strong

current scaling does not arise from any of several edge models of resistive

ballooning. Simulations with the profile consistent drift wave model and with

a new model for toroidal collisionless trapped electron mode core transport

in a multimode formalism, lead to strong current scaling of 7"E for the L-

mode cases on TFTR. None of the theoretically-based models succeeded in

simulating the measured temperature and density profiles for both high and

low current experiments.
II.

(PACS 52.55.Pi, 52.55.Fa, 52.30.Jb, 52.35.K_)
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I. Introduction

£

Recent research _n the basis of plasma cc_nfinement has led to the devel-

_pment of several theoretically-based models 1-4 for thermal and particle

transport which have been used tc) simulate experiments on a variety of toka.

maks [5-15]. Simulations of TFTR with standardized, benchmarked profile

consistent (PCDW) and multimode models have shown that both super-

shot and L-mode scenarios could not be simulated with a single model [14].

Here L-mode current scaling predictions for TFTR are compared for these

• theoretically-based models to see if successful predictions can be achieved

in this reduced experimental space. In addition to PCDW, we compare the

results of TFTR simulations with several different trapped electron mode

models within the multimode formulation to measured plasma profiles. Edge

transport is provided semiempirically, by a profile-consistent constraint (ap-

plied at all radii) or by resistive ballooning modes. The multimode models are

tested first for both density and thermal transport predictions. All models

are then tested with empirical density transport to provide electron density

profiles as measured. Finally, predictions with a recent multimode model,

" Version 5.10 proposed by Bateman [15] are compared to TFTR measure-
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ments.

This paper is organized as follows: In Secti_n I1 the experiments simu-

lated are discussed. In Section III the models are presented and the transport

simulation procedure is briefly described. Results are presented with a dis-

cussion in Section IV, and a summary and conclusion is found in Section

V°

II. TFTR Experiments Simulated

Two TFTR experiments representing high and low current conditions •

from a 1989 L-mode current scan [16, 17] are the basis for this comparative

study of transport models. The plasma parameters of the high current (lp

= 2.1 MA, shot 45601) and the low current (I v = 0.9 MA, shot 41087)

experiments are shown in Table I. These experiments were chosen for stud)'

because most of the externally controlled plasma parameters are very similar,

aside from Ip (and qa). R, a, Bz, n,(r), Pm3, Ze:.:are the same, within 15%,

for these two experiments. We will compare simulation results to the electron

density and temperature profiles, measured by Thomson scattering (shot

41087) and by multichannel infrared interferometry and electron cyclotron
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enfission (sheet 45601) and to ion temperallire profiles measllred by charge

I*

exchange recombination spectroscopy (('tIERS), at the erld _.f the neutral

beam heating phase. With BALDUR 118. 19, 20i transp¢,rt simulations of

the two TFTR experiments, an approximate estimate of the current scaling

exponent (rE zx I_) can be made for each transport model.

III. The Theoretical Models and Transport Simula-

tions

A. Theoretically-Based Models

Two types of theoretically-based models for anomalous transport were

studied: the profile consistent drift wave m,,del (PCDW), based on trapped

electron and r/i transport together with a profile consistency condition pro-

riding edge and core transport, and the multimode type ,4, 9, 14!, made up

of the sum of three modes: drift wave (trapped electron and qi modes), rip-

piing mode and resistive ballooning modes (active at the plasma edge). Both

treatments of edge physics may be considered semiempirical since the basis

, of profile consistency is not understood. Three of the models (PCDW, MM,

P
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MMCD) are exactly as shown in Ref. 1-!, so that fi)rmulations for PCDW and

MM may' be round in that reference. For clarit.v, MM(?D is described below

in detail, because the other models are constructed from the MM and MMCD

conceptual framework. In addition to the models for anomalous transport,

simplified neoclassical thermal and particle diffusion as well as Ware pinch

were included in the simulations 118].

1. PCDW Model

The profile consistent mode! [1, 5, 14] has proven useful for simulating

ohmic and ohmic pellet experiments on several tokamaks [5, 6, 11] and su-

pershot and low power L-mode cases on TFTR [7, 8, 14], but has been found

to greatly overestimate ion confinement for high auxiliary heating power in

L-mode on TFTR 14 and JET. la

2. MM Model

Nine different variants of the multimode formulation have been compared

in this study; they differ primarily in the choice of a trapped electron model.

Singer's original multimode model (MM) 4 combines a model for trapped
w,

electron and qi losses, _ with a resistive ballooning model due to Carreras 21
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enhanced by a factor ,\2.4 MM has been used successfully tc, simulate ohmic

|

and L-mode plasmas on ASDEX 4 and TFTR. 14 The heat and particle fluxes

are predicted to arise from a combination (,f drift wave, rippling mode and

resistive ballooning modes

QaNoM = Q_+Q_+Q;b

QANOM = Qd,,,+Q_+Q[U

r2_°" = ry +rF _rT.

Particle species is designated by subscrir_t a. For drift waves

Q_" = _w(5/2 - 3/2 f_th)bt,, fo n,, 0T,,/0r

Qid"' = fid'' 5/2(Dr, + fithDi) fo ni 0Ti/0r

r d,,. = _wDd"n_/L,_

Da,,, = 1 + _3'/¢3'cl fith )Dr,.
1 * (/3'//3;,) 3(1 - 0.95 + u,.

For additional details of the MM model, see Ref. 14.

7
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3. MMCD Model

The MM('D model 14is identical to MM except that the collisionless/dissipative

t

trapped electron mode (CT EM/DTEM) transition

is replaced by

_[/_tc = e1/2w2 1

following a suggestion by Rewoldt, 2a and the resistive ballooning model is

replaced by a more recent resistive ballooning model by Carreras and Di- D

amond. 22 The resistive ballooning model in MMCD also includes pressure

driven I_ x Ii flux in _:b, _-b and D "b enhanced by A_, as well as diamagnetic

stabilization [24].

)Creb = f_ 2,a/6<n>_/aSz/aS /3 _L.Rc q2 vcr2RoA"/a faio

+ f:_' v'_Lr, R¢S vn

D _ ,.2__ -- A2fai,,.
vi2 LF,RcS vn

The ion thermal diffusivity is proportional to the particle diffusivity

R2oq2 r2--A _fa,,,.
X_b= K_' v/2Lr, R_S rn
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HerE, the diamagnetic stabilization term is approximated by

S is the plasma shear. The magnetic Revnold's number is defined by S

= -rR/7,,w,'r n = r2#o/q =_ local resistive time, with q = the local Spitzer

resistivity and rhp = Ro/VA -- local poloidal Alfven time.

" 4. MMHT, MMHT/no q,, MMHT/u.,, MMHT/KP Models

We designate MMHT as the multimode model based on MMCD with a

new toroidal collisionless trapped electron n;,,del due to Hahm and Tang [25,

, 26] which replaces the trapped electron part of drift wave mode transport in

the model. MMHT refers to results with the multimode model with r/i losses

formulated as in MM and MMCD.

#"=: QT,,+

with

Q? = fd_(-3/2f, th)Dt, f_n,OT,/Or

Q?-= ficlw(-5/2Ath)bift_niOZi/Or
m,

9



Particle and energy fluxes are now given by

11

(,_.r./'r, ld/.__ ,,7". o, (an.)
X (l+5/4_,)(l+(T,/Te)(l+rh))l/" eBo LTe \ [:h"

Q_e = 2.75(1 + 1.93r/i1(1 + 1.250,1-1T, r7

where we take G = 1.2 and Ce = 10. The anomalous electron-ion energy

exchange in this model is

Aa,_ = Te Ft e
L n °

The validity regime of the CTEM weak turbulence theory [25, 26] is

- ----R-) (_G/ LnG - L,----_)<1

/?tc is given by

L_,_= ig [K -tog _ -t] _ 8,_,

(Tc) ((q/S)') (14_ T, )-'/'_, 1+ 1.250, _(_ + ,7,) (L.,o./ki)(p./LT_)

Since the Hahm-Tang model for toroidal collisionless trapped electron

mode transport is derived for r/i modes being subdominant, simulations were o

also done without r/i mode losses. This model is designated MMHT/no qi.

10
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Simulations were also carried out with the Rewoldt u._ transition from

" c,,llisi,.)nless t,, d;_ssipative electrons (see Section III.A.3). This model is des-

ignated MMHT/u.e.

For simulations with DTEM provided bv the Kadomtsev-Pogutsev model 27

• ,u

£3/2r/e _e a"eb te -- IJei

the model was designated MMHT/KP.

5. MMKP, MMKP/u.e Models

t

Simulations were also carried out for Kadomtsev-Pogutsev trapped elec-

. tron losses with qi losses as in the MM. MMCD models and with ne transition

to CTEM (MMKP), as well as to see the effect of the MMKP model with an

"inverse" Rewoldt transition to provide CTEM losses (MMKP/u.,).

6. Version 5.10 Model

Bateman has optimized the multimode model denoted Version 5.10 [15],

also based on the MMCD model, lt includes thtr Horton-Hamaguchi Oi mode.

Electron drift wave losses are reduced, while resistive ballooning losses are

increased by a multiplicative factor 4, relative to the MM and MMCD models.

" 11

4
t

!
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Diamagnetic stabilization is also significantl.v reduced, in that the second

term in fa_a (Secti_,n III.A.3) is multiplied bv 0.01. Set, Ref. 15 for further

details.

B. Transport Simulations

This section details transport modelling assumptions for all simulations

except those for Version 5.10, which are modelled as in Ref. 15 (see See. IV.D

below). The 1-1/2-d BALDUR code (version 19.09/Cummings,PPPL) was

used for simulations of PCDW and multimode models, described in Sections

III.A.I-III.A.5. 2-d plasma equilibria were calculated with the Lax) VMOMS

code. _s The validity of the electron collisionality condition for each of the

theoretical models, is discussed in Section IV.A for each experiment.

1. Simulations with Theoretically-based Particle Transport

The experimental plasma discharges were simulated through the end of

neutral beam injection beginning with the ohmic phase. The initial ohmic

phase line average electron density was obtained from multiple infrared inter-

ferometer (MIRI) measurements. The carbon density was assumed constant .

12



throughout the experiment, with Z_l I during neutral beam heating obtained

#

from visible bremsstrahlung. The simulated line a,' _rage electron density was

feedback controlled during the ohmic phase to fiJllow the experimental data.

For these L-mode experiments, the ohmic phase lasted 3.5 seconds followed

by one second of high power neutral beam injection. The maximum beam

energy in both cases was 98 keV with the (full, half, and one-third energy)

beam particle fractions being (0.46, 0.28, 0.26). Experimental measurements

and BALDUR predictions are compared at the end of the neutral beam phase

when the plasma was in steady state.

As shown in Table I, the two experiments are very similar except for

the plasma current. They are also similar in impurity-related effects. The

fraction of power radiated to input heating power was 22% (24%) for the

simulations of shot 45601 (41087). The plasma simulations included 56%

(33%) carbon, Nc/Ne, in the ohmic phase dropping to 14% (12%) carbon in

the L-mode phase. There is considerable uncertainty about the percentage

of radiated power in shot 41087, which developed a small marf,*. Simulations

with the radiation fraction set to 55% did not change the overall conclusions

L of this paper since most radiation is at the plasma edge.

t
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Density profiles were evolved for both deuterium and carbon. At the

plasma edge the electron and ion temperatures were set to 200 eV and the

deuterium (carbon) densities were set to 0.53 × 1019/m z (0.12×10'9/m3).

Recycling was 0.9 throughout. 29 Neoclassical resistivity and a Kadomtsev

sawtooth model were used. Sawteeth occurred every 50 ms before neutral

beam heating and every 220 (127) ms afterwards for shot 45601 (41087) as

in the experiments. Input to the code allowed the number and phase of

sawteeth in the neutral beam heated phase to be adjusted to agree with soft

x-ray measurements in the two experiments. In the low current experiment
II

the sawtooth radius was reduced and the sawtooth period was about half

that of the high current experiment; consequently sawteeth had less effect on

overall plasma transport at low current.

The 0.92 m minor radius was divided into 40 radial zones and scale

• lengths of L,_, LT,, etc. were calculated after smoothing over 12 nearby

zones. Maximum scale lengths for n,, ni, Ti, Tr, and pressure were set to

half the major radius to prevent instabilities in calculating the strongly scale

length-dependent transport of MMHT. The radial size for smoothing and

the maximum scale lengths were chosen because at lower values the strong

14
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density dependence of the Hahm-Tang CTEM model led to numerical in-

" stabilities. Except for MMHT-based models, particle fluxes were calculated

using the relation between F and a_,Da • For MMHT-based models, f0 was set

equal to 1 and fith = 0, unless r/i mode transport was included.

Initial normalization factors used for the multimode models were bench-

markedbvGhanem[9], au, ,-,-,,frh !_ 10.3,3.0,1.0].[/I,_,o,L_,o,,0,o_-

! Ali models overestimated he by 20-30°'/0 initially. Thus the Ghanem cal-

ibration for particle transport from these modes was too high. Simulatioos

were then carried out with the normalization factors rra,,, .] scaled up uni-lJi.e.,,--.

formly, by factors of 6-12, to achieve a line averaged density in the range

" observed for both experiments.

2. Simulations with Empirical Particle Transport

The PCDW simulations used numerical factors benchmarked from BAL-

DUR simulations of several tokamaks bv Redi [5-8,14], [CE, Ca, Cn] = [0.78, 0.33, 0.5].

For simulations with the profile consistent model, the plasma density is

evolved with an empirical particle transport model to agree with experi-

ment [5-8, 14]. Energy flows of 3/2 kT are associated with particle transport
Ii

a,

15
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in the plasma with PCDW. Energ.v flow associated with particle transport is

r4included implicitly in Q, and Q, in the multimode formulation _ , 9, 14]

Since none of the multimode models were found to yield good plasma pro-

flies for n,, T,, and Ti (Figs. 1, 2), the theoretically-based models for thermal

transport were then tested separately by using empirical density transport

coef_cients to reproduce the measured electron density within 10%. These

simulations with empirical density transport models did not require extra

smoothing in calculating the density gradients for evaluating the theoretical

models. No such smoothing is applied in these simulations. However_ insta-

bilities arising in temperature prediction (with MMHT-based models) were
B

dealt with by limiting the minimum radial temperature scale length to the

poloidal ion gyroradius. Use of a largei" minimum scale length can not be

justified theoretically.

IV. Results and Discussion

The BALDUR simulation results with both types of particle transport

models are shown in Tables II-V. The measured central temperatures, the

total thermal energy confinement times, the 3tored energies of thermal elec-

16
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trons and ions and the line averaged electron densities are shown for compari-

w • ,
'

son. The experimental values are taken from SNAP :301 try 18 for shot 41087

and from SNAP trs" 3 for shot 45601. The SNAP analyses show that the in-

tegrated profiles matched the measured stored energy within 10% and the

calculated neutron flux was matched within 20%. In Figs. 1-6 are shown the

plasma profiles from simulations of the two experiments for models MMCD,

MMHT with scaled theoretical particle transport, and for MMCD, MMHT,

PCDW and Version 5.10 with empirical particle transport.

A. Simulation Results with Scaled Theoretically-based

Transport Models

1. Particle Transport

Using multiplicative factors of 6-12 it was possible to simulate the line

averaged electron density of the low current case (within 10%) with all of the

theoretically-based models, lt was not possible to use the same factors to

simulate the line averaged electron density (within 10%) for the high current

case with the MMHT and MMHT/v., models.

Figures 1 and 2 show the density profiles evolved by the MMCD and

17
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MMHT models, with these scaling !:actors t,, increase transport. Edge densi-

ties are high in these cases because the theoretical models prescribe identical

transport for deuterium and carbon. Thus nc(r) is flat and in order to achieve

the high Z.l ! of the experiments it was necessary to use a high carbon edge

density in the simulations.

The effect of edge resistive ballooning transport on densitv evolution is

small; this mcde primarily affects Xe. Since the density profiles are broader

than the temperature profiles, simulations do not require strong edge particle

losses. Hulse 32 has modelled TFTR pellet fuelled density profiles with a time-

dependent code and a drift-wave like transport, model, obtained initially from

analysis of gas puff experiments by Efthimion. as In these cases, also, particle

transport modeling did not require strong edge losses for successful simulation

of the TFTR experiments.

2. Thermal Traasport

In Tables II and III it is seen that at high current the multimode models

underestimate the central plasma temperatures by about a factor of two,

except for the MMHT/no Oi model which overestimates Tio by a factor of

two. Most of the models were able to simulate the central temperatures and
m

18
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confinement times within 30% for the low current case. Again the MMHT/no

R

qi model overestimates the ion temperatures, and hence the confinement

time.

The stored thermal energies for electrons and ions are seen to be in a

ratio of about 3/2 (high current) and 2/1 (low current). Most of the models

predict greater stored energy in the electrons than in the ions, except for the

MMHT/no Oi model. Such comparisons of stored thermal energy are impor-

tant in evaluating the predictions of theoretical models for confinement. The

experimental measure of rE from the SNAP code is obtained by dividing the

total stored thermal energy by the calculated power sources while the BAL-

" DUR simulated rs is obtained by dividing the predicted total stored energy

by the calculated power losses at the time of interest. Thus the confinement

times are both calculated quantities, converging in steady state. A com-

parison of plasma stored energies more accurately provides a comparison of

modelled to measured energy confinement. We concentrate on lp scaling of

rs because most fusion/plasma physics research emphasizes this parameter.

Figures 1 and 2 show the plasma profiles evolved by two of the models,

MMCD and MMHT.

19



The two experiments simulated were chosen because of their overall sim-

ilarity. However, one difference between these cases is in collisionality. Plots

of v.e show that v.e is below 0.1 for shot 45601 over most of the plasma

interior, a/20 < r < 2/3 a, but does not fall below 0.3 at any radius for low

current shot 41087. MMHT and MMHT/no r/i are models with only collision-

less trapped electron driven transport and are not valid for the experimental

conditions of shot 41087. MMKP has only dissipative trapped electron trans-

port and so is r,ot valid for simulation of shot 45601. In Tables II-V, cases

for which the collisionality assumption is outside the experimental range are

identified. It happens that the validity condition tor the MMHT/no r/, model

is satisfied for r<a/2 for the simulations, since the simulated temperatures

are greater than measured at low current.

Simulation results at low current f_r MMHT/KP, MMKP and MMKP/v._

are identical for both theoretically-based and empirical particle transport. In

the low current case, the Kadomtsev-Pogutse DTEM mode,' controls trapped

electron driven losses in these three models.

t
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B. Simulation Results with Empirical Particle Trans-

port Models

Tables IV and V show simulation results with empirical particle transport

models, using theoretically-based models for thermal transport as described

in Section III. The MMHT/no qi model consistently overpredicts ion temp-'r-

atures. At high current all other models except PC DW are found to predict

the central temperatures and confinement times within 25%. However, at

low current the ion temperatures predicted are at least 50% higher than

- observed and thermal confinement times are also higher, except for PCDW

and Version 5.10. Except fi,r the MMHT/no rh model, the MM, MMCD,

MMHT-based and MMKP-based models lead to similar predictions for rE

for both low and high current. Changing the trapped electron part of these

multimode models does not significantly change the predictions when densitv

transport is modelled empirically.

Figures 3-6 show profiles for four of the theoretically-based models, with

empirically modelled density profiles. Better simulations would require en-

hancement of ion energy losses at low current for all models tested.

In Figs. 7 and 8 are shown the relative contributions from each mode to

21
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X, and Xi for MMCD and MMHT. with empirical density transport models.

w

For the high current case, resistive balh_oning contributes little to the thermal

diffusivities at the plasma edge (Fig. Ta, 7c, 8a, 8c), but at low current the

model leads to significant losses there (Fig. 7b, 8b) for Xe only.

1. Model Optimization

Use of the toroidal CTEM model (MMHT) does improve the electron

temperature profiles, compared to MM and MMCD, although at high current

a steep T, gradient develops due to the Lr,-dependence of the coemcients.

Smoothing or a larger theory-based minimum Lr, would improve the shape

of the predicted electron temperature profile.

While multiplicative factors (0.5, 2.0) could be found for the PCDW

X, and Xi models to give significantly better agreement for the high and

low current central temperatures, the same factors did not lead to better

agreement with experiment for the TFTR L-mode case 41326, simulated

with PCDW in Ref, 14.

The electron temperature profiles show clear q dependent profile differ-

ences, being narrower at low current. This is the basis of the profile con-

t
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sistencv ansatz for the PCDW model. The ion temperature profiles do not

" show this profile consistent feature so str_,ngl.v; the PCDW model should be

reformulated to apply to typical tokamak i,_n temperature profiles.

Section IV.D discusses results with a model in which the q dependence of

the resistive ballooning mode and overall i,,n losses are increased empirically.

Another way to rectify inadequate ion energy losses at low current might be

by an Oi mode model which sufficiently increased Oi transport at low current.

In considering effects of theoretical modes, not yet included, which may be

active in the experiment, we note that Zarnstorff et al. al has found that low

lp plasmas at TFTR are not typically characterized by flatter density profiles.

" Thus stronger r/i losses are not generally expected at low current.

C. Current Scaling

In Tables VI and VII are shown an estimate of the Iv scaling in rg obtained

for each model, with theoretically-based and empirical particle transport.

These are rough estimates, assuming r_h = AI R where A is assumed not to

vary between the two experiments. These TFTR experiments exhibit current

. scaling with a = 0.88.

• 23
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With scaled theoretically-based particle transport, the MM model gives

current scaling (,f a = 0.67 compared t_, .MMCD, which used an improved

calculation of resistive ballooning and predicts weaker current scaling (a =

0.44)! Since the new resistive ballooning model is expected to be closer to

the correct physics and and it is widely believed that current scaling may

be due to resistive ballooning losses, it is a surprise that the current scaling

feature is not preserved in the newer model. Strong current scaling of rs is

obtained only from the MMHT-based models.

Table VII shows the current scaling exponent of rE obtained with em-

pirical models for density transport. The PCDW model is the only model

which predicts strong current scaling (rs _- I_ xi). The strong current scaling

of the MMHT-based models seen with theoretical density transport models,

disappears when empirical density transport modelling is used. Thus most

of those models' success in predicting confinement time current scaling is

due to a strong lp dependence in the effect of the CTEM particle transport

coefficients. These coefficients affect rs directly through the density profile

and indirectly through the temperature profiles, since thermal losses depend

sensitively on Ln in this model. In contrast to the theoretical density mod-

Q
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.

elling results. TFTR data does not show any lp dependence of density profile
,.(

shape so that particle transport is not e_pectcd to be strongly Ip-dependent.

Simulations with smoothing as used for the scaled theoretical model sim-

ulations and with increased thermal transport as in those simulations, do

not increase the current scaling exponent found for the MMHT model when

empirical density modelling is used.

Recent work on the scaling of global energy confinement for high temper-

ature plasmas has focussed on whether the underlying physics is Bohm-like

or gyro-Bohm-like [36, 37, 38]. This has important consequences for ignition

in future reactors like BPX and ITER, since gyroBohm transport leads to

better energy confinement. Experiments indicate Bohm-like transport, while

microinstability-based theories indicate gyroBohm-like transport should be

expected. The MMCD model treats edge transport with resistive balloon-

ing modes which include both Bohm-like (magnetic fluctuation part) and

gyroBohm-like (E x B part) terms in the transport coefficients. The simu-

lations in this study show that the gyroBohm part is 1/10th the size of the

Bohm-like part in Xe, so that these multirnode simulations cannot be used

. to support gyroBohm transport as dominant in L-mode current scaling at

_=lm •

I 25
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D. Simulation Results with Version 5.10

Bateman is in studying multimode models with several q-dependent rood-

els for rli mode losses, has optimized normalization factors for an MMCD-

based model. He finds current scaling for certain TFTR L-mode experiments

can be predicted with a multimode model (called Version 5.10) which includes

the Horton-Hamaguchi a9 r/i mode and a modified resistive ballooning model.

The effect of this modification of the MMCD resistive ballooning model

can be seen bv comparing simulations of TFTR shot 41326 with both models.

When simulations of shot 41326 with MMCD [14] are compared with those

of shot 41326 from Ref. [15 I, it is found that the modified model causes X_b

at the plasma edge to increase bv a factor of 4 and X; b to increase by a factor

of 30.

Since reference 15 makes strong claims for the usefulness of the Version

5.10 multimode approach, notabh" for reproducing TFTR L-mode tempera-

ture profiles, we have used the identical code (BALDUR version 18.87/Bate-

man,PPPL) and model as in Ref. 15 to model shots 41087 and 45601. For

26
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ease of comparison, the transport modelling assumptions and empirical den-

" sitv mode,ing used for testing the Version 5.10 model were just as in Ref.

The simulation results are shown in Tables IV, V and VII and in Figure

6. In contrast to the simulated temperature profiles shown in Ref. [15], Ver-

sion 5.10 does not succeed in simulating both electron and ion temperature

profiles for either of these TFTR experiments. At high current the electron

temperature predicted is lower than observed and at low current the ion tern-

perature predicted is higher than observed. In addition the predicted current.
b

scaling behavior is closer to x/_P than to lp. The current scaling exponent

" found for this model is 0.57; strong current scaling of rE is not found with

Version 5.10.

There are significant differences between the low and high current cases

in this simulatie_ study and in Ref. 15. TFTR shots 45966/45980, the

low and high current cases simulated in [15], exhibit central temperatures

which do not vary with current, unlike the present cases 41087/45601 for

which there is a factor 1.5-2.7 difference; the high current case having higher

t_lasma temperatures. Shots 45966/45980 show density profile peaking which

Ii
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increases bv 8% as current increases bv a factor of two. Shots 41087/45601 do

not sh<_w any current dependence of the density profile peaking as measured

by the ratio of central to line averaged electron density. The high/low current

TFTR simulations in Ref. 15 led to rE scaling with current with a = 0.94.

Figure 9 shows the measured total diamagnetic stored energy as a function

of plasma current from a database of TFTR L-mode experiments (XP109).

This plot of stored energies (points marked by X) has been constrained with

neutral beam power from 10 to 15 MW and with line averaged densities

from 2.7 to 3.3 x 10X9/m 3. Also plotted as circles are the measured total

diamagnetic stored energies for shots 41087 and 45601. The squares denote

points for shots 45980 and 45866. It is evident that the cases simulated in

Ref. 15 are not representative of the strong current scaling shown by the

envelope of the best cases.

It is seen then that the choice of particular low/high current TFTR ex-

periments can affect predictions for current scaling from diqerent transport

models. The simulation results show clearly that extensive database com-

p_isons are needed to validate a definitive transport model for L-mode pre-

dictive simulations.
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Results with Version 5.10 might enc_,urage further modification of the

" edge resistive ballooning model to provide stronger q-dependent transport.

The resistive ballooning mode is thought to be unstable but of low growth

rate near the plasma edge of high temperature tokamaks i35i. Resistive

ballooning modes increase plasma transport when the ratio of the resistive

time to the Alfven time is small, when resistive diffusion of the magnetic field

and magnetic fluctuations are likely to be large. Empirical enhancement of

resistive ballooning transport near the edge must be justified theoretically.

In addition, recent experiments have shown that plasma edge transport

is not locally dependent on edge q. In current ramp experiments on TFTR,

" Zarnstorff et al. 4° have demonstrated that global lp-dependence of transport

does not appear to arise from edge localized q-dependent modes. Similar

results have been found on JET 41 and DIII-D. 4z Hence modification of resis-

tire ballooning edge transport in tokamaks to give current scaling does not

appear valid even as a semi-empirical construct.

b
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V. Conclusion

1-1/2-d transport simulations of TFTR L-mode experiments have been

carried out to test current scaling predictions of theoretically-based models

for particle and energy loss processes in tokamaks.

lt has often been suggested that the current ([p) scaling observed in

auxiliary-heated L-mode type discharges is primarily caused by resistive bal-

looning modes in the edge region of tokamaks. Recent experiments however

suggest that the Ip dependence of transport is not local to the edge and is

likely due to lp-dependent local core transport or nonlocal transport pro-

cesses. Consistent with this, our simulations with empirical density mod-

elling show that a) current scaling for the two TFTR experiments simulated

is predicted only by the nonlocal PCDW model and b) edge models based

on resistive ballooning do not give current scaling for these cases.

Simulations of plasma density and temperature with scaled multimode

models based on the Hahm-Tang toroidal CTEM model did lead to current

scaling of re for TFTR. However, with empirical density transport modelling

no current scaling was predicted with the MMHT-based models. With empir-

ical density transport models, the PCDW and Version 5.10 models predicted

,o
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rE = I)-11 and 7"E - l°psr, respectively for TFTR. None of the theoreticallv-

" based models using either theoretically-based or empirical particle transport,

were successful in simulating the plasma density and temperatures profiles

for both low and high current cases.

Extrapolation of tokamak performance to a next generation reactor is

predicated on lr, scaling of confinement, as seen in both L-mode and H-

mode experiments worldwide. These simulations show that present predictive

models underestimate ion losses at low current by a factor of 2-4. There

remains a challenge to plasma theory to identify an Ip-dependent ion loss

mechanism, causing additional transport at low 1_ across the plasma not just

• at the plasma edge, and to develop a self consist, ent set of toroidal CTEM,

DTEM and r/, models for transport simulations of experiment.
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Table I. TFTR L-mode Experiments

_41087Shot 45601 ,

R(m) 2.6 2.6

a(m) 0.93 0.92

lp(MA) 2.1 0.90

B:(T) 4.5 3.8

fie(lO29m 3) 3.2 2.9

Z,/! 3.3 3.1

P,_3 13.2 12.8

qa 4.6 9.8

I
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- Table II. Simulation Results with Scaled

Theo-retical Models for Density Transport

SHOT 45601 Tr , T, r_h W. W, _

i qa = 4.6 keV i keV see MJ MJi 1019/m 3

| Experiment 6.0 7.8 0.084 0.628 0.416 2.2
i Models:
i

i MM 4.1 .I.0 0.069 0.636 0.335 3.4MMCD 3.3 3.4 0.058 0.522 0.320 3.5
t,

J MMHT 5.6 4.1 0.082 0.753 0.397 3.7

MMHT/no rti 8.5 16.9 0.166 1.023 1.298 3.5

MMHT/v._ 5.6 4.0 0.087 0.811 0.425 3.8

MMHT/KP 3.4 3.2 0.048 0.456 0.257 3.3

MMKP" 3.4 3.4 0.048 0.455 0.257 3.4

i MMKP/v._ 3.4 3.3 0.048 0.456 0.259! 3.4

,

" This model not valid for experimental v._.

a

|
i! "
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Table III. Simulation Results with Scaled

Theoretical Models for Density Transport

!

SHOT' 41087 Te T,] r_h We W, f_e

qa = 9.8 kev keV[ sec, MJ MJ 1019/m a

E:.'.periment 4.1 '2.9 0.040 0.267 0.158 2.9

Models"

MM 3.3 3.9 0.039 0.316 0.171 2.6

MM(.D 2.9 2.8 0.040 0.303 0.207 3.0

MMHT a 3.7 3.1 0.038 0.295 0.187 2.9

MMHT/no r/,a ] 5.1 8.5 0.062 0.380 0.398 2.7

MMHT/u.e 3.9 3.2 0.047 0.367 0.228 3.0

, MMHT/KP 2.8 2.9 0.033 0.257 0.165 2.7

' MMKP 2.8 2.9 0.033 0.257 0.165 2.7

"MMKP/u., 2.8 2.9 0.033 0.257 0.165 2.7

,2 This model not valid for experimental u._.

4O
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Table IV. Simulati_m Results with Empirical M()dels fl)r Density Transport

S H O T -15601 T_ T, r_h _,_,'_ W, ne

q,, - 4.6 kev kev sec MJ MJ lO19/m 3

Experiment 6.0 7.8 0.084 0.628 0.416 3.2

Models:

PCDW 6.5 9.'2 0.136 0.971 0.747 3.5

MM 5.3 6.3 0.106 0.745 0.470 3.2

MMCD 4.6 6.3 0.103 0.721 0.492 3.2

- MMHT 6.7 6.1 0.095 0.677 0.469 3.2

MMHT/nor h 10.0 19.1 0.132 0.820 0.802 3.2
F

MMHT/u.e 6.8 6.3 0.102 0.704 0.490 3.2

MMHT/KP 5.0 6.3 0.100 0.685 0.489 3.2

MMKP a 5.1 6.7 0.104 0.698 0.502 3.2

MMKP/v.e 5.4 7.1 0.109 0.748 0.530 3.2

Ver. 5.10 4.8 7.5 0.078 0.565 0.426 3.2
i

_This model not valid for experimental v.¢.
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Table \. Simulati_,n Results with Empirical Xlodels for Density Transport

SHOT 41()87 Te Ti! r_h W_ W, r_

qa - 9.8 kev kek" sec MJ MJ 1019/m3

Experiment 4.1 2.9 0.040 0.267 0.158 2.9

Models:

PCDW 3.9 5.9 0.053 0.351 0.339 3.0

MM 4.8 4.5 0.091 0.581 0.364 3.0

MMCD 4.2 4.9 0.085 0.543 0.433 3.1

MMHT a 5.8 4.4 0.086 0.518 0.382 3.1

MMHT/no rh 9.9 19.1 0.123 0.690 0.848 3.2

MMHT/v._ 6.3 4.8 0.087 0.578 0.428 3.1

MMHT/KP 4.4 4.8 0.082 0.522 0.418 3.1

MMKP 4.4 4.8 0.082 0.522 0.418 3.1

MMKP/v.e 4.4 4.8 0.082 0.522 0.418 3.1

\'er. 5.10 3.6 4.6 0.048 0.357 0.267 3.0
i I

"This model not valid for experimental Uop.

w.
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Table VI: ('urrent Scaling Exp_,nent of rE

with Scaled Theoretical Models for Density Transport

Exp 0.88

Models:

MM 0.67

MMCD 0.44

MMHT 0.91

• MMHT/noqi 1.16

MMHT/v._ 0.73

MMHT/KP 0.44

MMK P 0.44

MMKP/v., 0.44
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Table \I1: ('urrent Scaling Exp_nent _f "rE with Empirical Models fi_r

Density Trans port

Ct

Exp 0.88

Models"

PCDW 1.11

MM 0.18

MMCD 0.23

MMHT 0.1'2

MNIHT/no r/i 0.07

_I_IHT/u.e 0.19

MMHT/KP 0.23

MMKP 0.28

MMKP/u.e 0.34

Ver. 5.10 0.57

f
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Figures
w

FIG. 1. Simulations (_f electr_n ctensitv and electron and ion temperature

profiles cc_mpared t_ rneas_lred data fr_m sh_ts 45601 (a, c, e) and 41087

(b, d. f) fl_r the ._I._I('D m_,del' scaled the_,retical m(_dels include density

transport model.

FIG. 2. Simulations of electr_m density and electron and ion temperature

profiles compared to measured data from shots 45601 (a, c, e) and 41087

(b, d. f) fl.,r the MMItT m_,del; scaled theoretical models include densitv

transport model.

i,i

FIG. 3. Simulations of electron density and electron and ion temperature

profiles compared to measured data from shots 45601 (a, c, e) and 41087

(b, d, f) for the XI._ICD model" empirical densitv transport.

FIG. 4. Simulations of electron density and electron and ion temperature

profiles compared to n,easured data from shots 45601 (a, c, e) and 41087

(b, d, f) for the MMHT model: empirical density transport.

FIG. 5. Simulations of electron density and electron and ion temperature

profiles compared to measured data from shots 45601 (a, c, e) and 41087
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(t_. d. f) fi,r the I'('I)\V rn_del: ellll_irical density trarl.,,tJ_,rt.
I

FIG. 6. Simulations of electr(m density and electron and ion temperature
,t

profiles compared to measured data fr¢,m shots 45601 (a, c, e) and 41087

(b, d, f) for the Version 5.10 mc,del: empirical density transport.

FIG. 7. Components of _:e and _, for simulations for shots 45601 (a, b) and

41087 (c, d) from trapped electron, rh and resistive ballooning modes for

the MMCD model.

FIG. 8. Components of 7_ and X, fl_r simulations for shots 45601 (a, b) and

41087 (c, d) from trapped electron, rh and resistive ballooning modes for
,d

the MMHT model.

FIG. 9. Total measured diamagnetic stored energy as a function of plasma

current for TFTR L-mode experiments, constrained to beam power and

density as in the text (points marked bv X). Circles denote experiments

simulated in this paper. Squares denote experiments simulated in Ref.

15.
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